
When you rank high on search engines, it gives you an opportunity to educate your target
audience and potential customers. Doing this builds trust indirectly, while helping them make
the right decisions. SEO offers several advantages for businesses and can result in
long-term exponential development. SEO marketing benefits businesses of all sizes by
giving access to the mass market at an affordable price.

Technical SEO Suggestions
Currently, sites using HTTPS are ranked above those still using HTTP. Important technical
SEO work is easily defended and explained—even in layman’s terms. You may also find that
some recommendations and tickets disappear when analysts realize they can’t connect the
work to measurable business value. You just saved yourself some resources. The page title
and meta description are visible to users in search engine pages, and if they are not
thoughtfully crafted, it is unlikely they will bring organic traffic. Websites that search engines
are unable to crawl (for any reason), that have slow load times, or that are not
mobile-friendly, will struggle to earn any significant rankings or traffic from search engines. A
recommended SEO Consultant will be on top of all the changes and can take the burden of
ensuring your content ranks well off your hands.

Quality Content Helps You Generate Backlinks
SEO writing is the implementation of keywords and keyphrases within web content.
Copywriters and marketers use SEO to increase their site’s organic visibility and SERP
rankings. Content marketers have long tapped into storytelling to help paint a vivid picture.
Including narrative is still one of the most effective content writing tips you’ll hear from
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seasoned writers. Whilst SEO writing may feel like your audience is a search engine
algorithm, you need to fight against that. You’re actually writing for a human searcher; what
do they want to read about? How will your content answer their questions? There is plenty of
thought and foresight that goes into writing strong SEO content. But once you learn the
basics and include them in your content production process, you’ll see it’ll generate good
results without adding to your workload. A Professional SEO Service knows that content
quality and user experience are the most important elements of search engine optimization.

Understanding Your Digital Competitors
Competitive analysis allows you to adjust your messaging to better target customers and
potentially reach new customers. When you select your competitors to analyze, choose ones
that directly impact your business. It will help you have the biggest impact when you optimize
your SEO campaign. A competitive analysis isn't just helpful when your business is in its
infancy. Conducting competitive analyses throughout the life of your business can be
beneficial in various ways. By studying how your competitors are perceived, you can draw
conclusions about your own brand’s strengths and weaknesses. Knowing your company’s
strengths can inform your positioning in the market, or the image of your product or service
that you want members of your target audience to have in their minds. If you are looking for
a SEO Agency to help you with your Google rankings, then a simple Google search should
suffice.

Why Are Keyword Phrases Important To Google
Rankings?
How many people are searching for keyword phrases each month? This is known as “search
volume” and it’s a key criteria in keyphrase research. It is the size of the prize. The more
demand for a keyphrase, the more potential traffic. Many firms do not perform good keyword
research in practice. What they do is a lazy and inefficient version of the process. They will
often pluck potential keywords out of thin air. Then they’ll plug those into Google Keyword
Planner or a similar keyword research tool. Most keyword research tools will return either
global search volumes or search volumes for a particular country by default. If you are
interested in multiple countries, you may merge various keyword data sets. If you are
interested in data for a particular city, state, province, territory, etc., many keyword research
tools cannot get down to that granular level. The interesting part about keyword research is,
we can learn a lot about the words and phrases people are actually using when they search
online – and sometimes it can be quite different from our assumptions. A professional SEO
York will keep themselves updated with the latest trends and techniques which are working
well in the market.
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Compelling SEO Statistics
Below are a few collated SEO stats that prove the power of organic search engine
optimization and search engine marketing.

● SEO drives 1000%+ more traffic than organic social media.
● 52.2% of all website traffic worldwide comes from mobile phones.
● When asked what methods they use to find local businesses, products, and services,

65% of consumers mention desktop search
● 39% of purchasers are influenced by a relevant search.
● 68% of online experiences begin with a search engine.
● 60% of marketers say that inbound (SEO, blog content, etc) is their highest quality

source of leads.

A SEO Consultancy can spend years learning how to analyse data in order to improve
content and help businesses grow.

Quality Backlinks
Gaz Hall, on of the UK's leading SEO Consultants, says: You can use Google Search
Console to help grow your site and see your backlinks, but it can take a lot of time and it’s
limited on what it can do. The search engine is not the only way for potential consumers to
reach you. Backlinks provide a medium for these clients to have access to and interact with
the marketers through clicking on their links on webpages and websites. In addition to the
number of backlinks and the variance between link types; you also must consider the
website that the link is from. One way to think of links is how Google navigates the web. A
link from a trusted source will help your content indexed faster by Google. Make sure that
your SEO Expert knows what search engine recommendations are.
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